
If you’re playing a quality gig (Wedding, corporate, upscale formal event only. NO CLUBS!) in 
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC I can offer you or your group a free 1 set (1 1/2 hours) video 
shoot. If you’re within 75 radius miles of the area,  there is a $0.75 per mile round trip gas fee. 
For distances over 75 radius, the fee is $0.75 per mile round trip gas fee plus $150.00 (prices may 
subject to change based on availability). 
 
ALL SHOOTS are two camera shoots. (1) 1080 stationary Canon X10A camcorder and (1) 
roving DSLR Canon 80D. Both shot 24fps. Both cameras shooting for the total 1 1/2 hours of 
set. The audio will be tracked with a 8 channel recorder to produce the best live audio possible. 
If the band board has recording capabilities I will provide storage to collect all recorded stems 
from board. 
 
There is an 15 minute interview with artist or band leaders/ a 15 minute interview with selected 
group members.

1. Be sure of the date that you will be playing in Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area.
2. Location and arrival time is a must.
3. Be sure to clear with your client that it is okay to film group at the event.
4. All members must sign video/photo release forms for video and/or photos shot at the event.
5. Upon group’s arrival I will be on site to meet band leaders and setup a shooting schedule.
6. Once leaders are available I will conduct a 15 interview podcast style.
7. As select group members become available I will conduct a few roving interviews.
8. If we have agreed to shoot a promo photo we will get it done as soon as group is dressed for  
    performance.
9. Will need the songlist for the night. Every song that has action such as performers leaving    
     stage to interact with crowd, instrument solos etc...
10. Be sure that the group has the stage adequately lit. No dark stages with only a few flashing       
    lights.
11. Even though I will be there the entire performance I will only record one set (Up to 1 1/2  
      hours)

Upon completing shoot I will edit a 2 min video for Bandbox site and upload upon approval 
from leader.



All raw footage from all cameras will be for sell at the cost of $449.00
All audio stems recorded will be for sell at the cost of  $199.00
Will edit up to a 5 minute promo piece for an additional $399.00
The composite photo will be for sell for $149.00

It is not mandatory that group purchases any of these items.


